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QUESTION NO: 1

You transfer two SAP ERP sales order for the same customer with the same delivery date to SAP TM Both sales order 
contains three items Based on customizing freight units are built automatically The freight unit building rule that is used 
contains the strategy "Consolidate as much as possible" No incompatibilities exist

What is the minimum number of freight units that are created?

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 6

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 2

What is maintained in the ERP system, from where it is transferred to SAP TM as locations and business partners using the 
SAP Core Interface (GIF)?

Please choose the correct answer.

A. The processing of the dangerous.

B. You can use the dangerous.

C. The customer and supplier master data.

D. The output of error

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 3

You want to record the following events in the freight unit and the associated freight order:

Planning the freight unit Loading begin Arrival at destination Proof of delivery How many event handlers are created for this 
purpose?

Please choose the correct answer.
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A. 4

B. 1

C. 2

D. 8

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 4

You want to optimize the load that you have planned for one of your trucks from which of the following can you start the load 
planning function? Note: there are 2 correct answers to this question.

A. Freight order

B. Vehicle resource

C. Freight booking

D. Transportation cockpit

ANSWER: A D 

QUESTION NO: 5

You can determine when an output is to be issued. The following times are available: There are 3 correct answers to this 
question.

A. The output to be sent is selected by a standard program (r s n a s t o O) that is set to run at regular intervals. You

decide if an output is to be selected the next time the program runs (transmission time-spot 1) or at a time specified by the 
user (transmission time-spot 2).

B. There is a special selection program for different sales documents such as delivery and billing documents. You use it to 
process output online or in batches (transmission time-spot 3). You can schedule a batch to ensure regular processing (as 
for time 1).

C. The output is issued automatically as soon as a document is posted (transmission time-spot 4).

D. A comprehensive management solution for progressive agro-industrial companies specifically

ANSWER: A B C 
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QUESTION NO: 6

What is a framework that allows you to create and configure Web Dynpro applications in Web Dynpro ABAP? Please choose 
the correct answer.

A. Transfer orders and deliveries from an ERP system

B. Dispatch and monitor the transportation

C. Floorplan Manager (FPM)

D. Plan the transportation and select carriers

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 7

Which settings can be maintained in a control key?

There are 3 correct answers to this question.

A. Outbound Delivery to SAP TM

B. Purchase order to SAP TM

C. Sales order Scheduling —Active

D. TM Number

ANSWER: A B C 

QUESTION NO: 8

If a plant, customer, or vendor is transferred from SAP ERP to SAP TM, and a transportation zone is maintained for this 
object, then during the transfer of master data, the following occurs:

There are 2 correct answers to this question.

A. Provide role-specific, context-driven access for internal and external users to relevant information, tools, and services

B. The plant, customer, or supplier location is created.

C. Support strategic sourcing by interfacing with supplier relationship management software

D. The plant, customer, or supplier location is assigned to the transportation zone in the SAP TM- relevant hierarchy.
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ANSWER: B D 

QUESTION NO: 9

In TM, organizational units are used to represent the organizational structure of a company. Organizational structures in SAP 
TM are flexible. An organizational unit can have the following organizational functions in SAP TM:

There are 3 correct answers to this question.

A. Purchasing

B. Planning and Execution

C. TRRO

D. Sales

ANSWER: A B D 

QUESTION NO: 10

What is used as the source location of the OTR? Please choose the correct answer.

A. The shipping point determined in ERR

B. Order-based transportation requirements

C. Delivery-based transportation requirements

D. Forwarding orders

ANSWER: A 
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